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Terms and conditions: ̂ Deadline for each module is 27 September 2017. Prices are per person based on twin share. **Double Farebank Rewards are awarded on Hong Kong package bookings of four nights or more fl ying with Cathay Pacifi c booked between 01 September – 30 October 2017 (excluding 
Business and First Class fl ights, which will be awarded £10 per fl ight). Not applicable to TCCT stores. Gold Medal reserves the right to withdraw this incentive or change details at any time. Valid for departures specified. Prices include return flights from specified airport with specified airline, pre-payable taxes, 
transfers and accommodation as specified. Offers are subject to availability. Book by dates apply. Terms and conditions apply. Gold Medal reserves the right to withdraw this offer at any time. Holidays operated by Gold Medal Travel PLC, ATOL protected 2916, ABTA V6805. 

A Hong Kong 
Specialist Trip!

Discover Hong Kong
East meets west in the buzzing ‘sleepless city’ that is Hong Kong, hosting 
a diversity of rich cultural experiences just waiting to be discovered.

A cultural melting pot of ancient 
Chinese tradition and contemporary 
cosmopolitan delights, this futuristic 
metropolis beckons to be explored 
far and wide. The harmonised 
balance between ancient civilisations 
and urban city-life has created an 
alluring spectrum of cultural 
attractions; from ancient mountain 
trails and mystic temples to luxurious 
designer retailers and state-of-the-art 
festivals. 

WIN a place on 
the Hong Kong 
Specialist Trip!
Agents can win a place on the 
Hong Kong Specialist Club Incentive 
Trip travelling 24 - 27 October 2017, 
which includes entry to the Wine & 
Dine Festival, a Lantau Island Sunset 
Tour and much more!^

Not a Hong Kong Specialist? It’s easy to join! Simply register at www.SpecialistHK.com/uk to get started.

 Call: 0800 014 7777
Visit: goldmedal.co.uk

Hong Kong twin-centre
Harbour Grand Kowloon  3 nights

Harbour Grand Hong Kong  4 nights

7 nights room only from

£1,039pp
Includes reduced rates & one
FREE night at Harbour Grand Hong Kong
Includes return fl ights with Cathay Pacifi c from London Gatwick and 
transfers. Valid for departures 01 May - 11 Jun 2018.

Cosmo Hotel Hong Kong 
4 nights room only from

£779pp
Includes reduced rates 
Includes return fl ights with Cathay Pacifi c from London Heathrow and 
transfers. Valid for departures 01 May - 14 Jun 2018.

Save
£275
per person

up
to
p

to

Regal Kowloon Hotel 
4 nights room only from

£769pp
Includes reduced rates 
Includes return fl ights with Cathay Pacifi c from London Heathrow and 
transfers. Valid for departures 01 May - 14 Jun 2018.

Save
£280
per person

up
to
p

to Save
£340
per person

up
to
p

to

Cathay Pacifi c offer an extensive non-
stop fl ight network departing daily from 
London Heathrow and Gatwick and 
fi ve times weekly from Manchester*. 
Offering more choice and convenience 
than ever; enjoy inspired dining choices, 
ample personal entertainment and a 
warm attentive service. Simply sit back 
and relax, rest-assured that everything is 
taken care of. *Daily from 01 December 2017

Earn DOUBLE 
Farebank Rewards
on Hong Kong 
packages 
booked 01 Sep - 
31 Oct 2017**

Photo by Daniel Peckham

Photo by Beautiful Destinations

How you enter:
Complete ONE module and 

receive Hong Kong Tourism 
goodies including portable 
speakers, Power Banks and more!

Complete TWO modules and 
you will be in with a chance to win 
Love2Shop vouchers!

Complete THREE modules and 
you will also be in with a chance to 
join the Hong Kong Specialist Club 
Incentive Trip in October 2017!
Must be completed by 27 September 2017.
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AS THE new term marks the end of the summer holidays,
the winter sun forecast looks bright for a quartet of Far
Eastern destinations, which have emerged as the biggest
success story in Post Office Travel Money’s Fastest Growing
Currencies report for June-August. 
Booming currency demand for Thailand, Vietnam, Bali

and Malaysia helped the Far East destinations fill four of
the top ten growth slots in Post Office Travel Money’s report
on summer sales compared with June-August 2016. That
success is part of a bigger growth trend in the year to date,
when compared with the first eight months of 2016, and
gives good grounds to predict that UK visitors will be
heading east for winter sun in the coming months.
The biggest surge in demand has been for the Thai baht.

The annual review of summer bestsellers by the UK’s
biggest foreign currency provider reports year-on-year
sales growth of 69% for the Thai baht between June and
August as well as a year-on-year increase of almost a third
(31%) for the first eight months of 2017. 
Elsewhere in the Far East there has been a significant rise in

currency demand compared with a year ago. Post Office sales
of the Vietnamese dong surged 29% for June-August and rose

28% in 2017 to date, while the Indonesian rupiah made
summer gains of 13%, which contributed to a 40% rise in 2017
to date. Demand for the Malaysian ringgit rose 7% during
the summer and 18% for January-August. 
But none of the Far Eastern currencies was able to

match the performance of the New Zealand dollar. Fuelled
by strong demand for visits to New Zealand during the
Lions summer rugby tour, NZ dollar sales rose 124% year-
on-year between June and August. Not only did this make
the New Zealand dollar the Post Office Travel Money’s
Fastest Growing Currency during the summer months but
also for the year to date (overall sales +45%). 
Andrew Brown of Post Office Travel Money said: “While the

exodus of sports fans to destinations staging big tournaments
is now well established, the devotion shown by rugby
enthusiasts for the Lions summer tour of New Zealand has
been impressive. In June we saw a 266% rise in New Zealand
dollar sales, indicating that significant numbers of rugby
fans were following the team Down Under. Interestingly,
sales have remained very healthy over the past month,
suggesting New Zealand will be popular this winter. 
“Looking forward to the autumn and winter, there is

every reason to expect that UK tourists will head east for
long-haul holidays if our summer currency sales are
anything to go by. Savvy travellers know that prices in
Thailand, Bali, Vietnam and Penang are cheap and in times
when the value of sterling is uncertain, low resort costs are
proving a big draw.” 

FRED.\ HOLIDAYS and Maritim Hotels recently hosted an educational to Germany's Franconia. The itinerary included visits to
Nuremberg, Rothenburg ob der Tauber and Würzburg and also included a baking competition. Pictured in Nuremberg are, from the
left: Sarah Taylor, Westway Travel; Martina Weber, Nuremberg Tourist Board; Tina Jarman, Abacus Travel; Alison Green, Fred.\
Holidays; Leroy Sheppard, Maritim Hotels; Lucy Bexfield, Fred. Olsen Travel; Celia Lemos, Gallivant Travel; Micky Telford, Stowaway
Travel; and Olivia Powell, East of England Co-Operative Travel.
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Winter sunshine breaks look full of Eastern Promise according to Post Office report

27 caribbean
why offering clients authenticity is a
step in the right direction 

This week
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GOA EXPERIENCE has added two new
India Tours to its growing collection,
offering customers more choice for
experiential add-ons to their Goa holiday,
exploring the Indian sub-continent. 
Both the new tours offer game drives

in Ranthambore’s National Park, the
largest reserve in northern India, where
the highest number of protected Bengal
tigers reside, along with other wildlife
including hyenas, leopards, sambar
deer, chital, mongoose and more than
240 species of bird. 
The first tour, Tigers and the Taj

Mahal, lasts four nights and five days,
and highlights include exploring Old

Delhi on a cycle rickshaw and visiting the
Red Fort and Jama Masjid, one of India’s
largest mosques; visiting the Taj Mahal
and the Agra Fort; and two Jeep safaris
through Ranthambore National Park.
The second tour, Golden Triangle and

Tigers, is a six-night, seven-day add-on,
and highlights include a sightseeing tour
of Jaipur, visiting the City Palace, Palace
of Winds and Jantar Mantar; exploring
the ancient capital of Amber; two Jeep
safaris through Ranthambore National
Park; visiting Fatehpur Sikri, the
deserted red sandstone city, and the Taj
Mahal and Agra Fort; and a city tour of
Old Delhi, including visits to the Red

Fort and Jama Masjid.
The company's product manager,

Katie Mole, said: “Adding these two new
tours to our collection really
complements our overall India Tours
offering, and for customers, having the
opportunity to see Bengal tigers in a
protected environment is a wonderful
experience. This, along with witnessing
some of India’s most impressive
landmarks provides a superb touring
add-on to a Goa holiday, and we’re
expecting these tours to be popular” 
For more information or to book call
01489-866986 or visit
goaexperience.co.uk/India-tours

travelbulletin.co.ukSeptember 15 20174

newsbulletin

PEACOCK'S PLAQUE...Rebecca Peacock (right) from World Travel
Holdings was awarded Silversea's June Advocate of the Month.
Pictured awarding Rebecca with her plaque is the cruise line's
regional sales manager for the north west, Sarah Dooley.

•  NEW: Win one of 4 four-night stays in
the Caribbean with Paradisus by Melia 

•  Win a Lavazza coffee machine with
Novasol 

•  Win a cabin case from the launch of
Sandos SMART Agents

•  Win a two-night stay for two people in
Innsbruck plus city discount cards

New India tour options from Goa Experience offer experiential add-ons
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COACH SPOTTING...Shearings has launched two branded A-ROSA coaches as part of a campaign
to promote its 2018 river cruise programme and mark its new partnership with A-ROSA cruises
in 2018. The new deal will see the company offer 12 all-inclusive tours on five premium A-ROSA
ships sailing along the Rhine, Moselle, Danube, Dutch and Belgian Waterways, Seine and Rhone.
The operator is encouraging customers who spot one of the coaches on tour to send their
pictures to social@shearings.com. Pictured showcasing the new coach design is Shearings'
managing director, Jane Atkins. 

£99 October half-term Halloween breaks at Butlin’s 
BUTLIN’S IS offering families half-term deals this October with a three-, four- or seven-
night break between October 20–30 starting from £99 per person. 
The half-term holidays offer a selection of activities and shows to keep the family
entertained including a Halloween pool party, fun Halloween shows and entertainment
plus a fancy dress Little Monsters Halloween Ball.
Prices are based on four sharing a standard self-catering apartment at Butlin’s Bognor
Regis resort arriving on October 27 for three nights.

SWEDEN HAS introduced ‘The 72 Hour
Cabin’ to demonstrate how spending three
days in Swedish nature enables people from
all over the world to switch off and increase
their well-being. 
In a new case study, five people with

some of the world’s most stressful jobs,
among them the British Broadcaster and
nature enthusiast Ben Fogle, a German
police officer and a French taxi driver, will
get the chance to experience Sweden’s
‘close to nature’ lifestyle first hand. 
Each participant will live in a cabin made

of glass, in order to be as close to nature as
possible. During their stay, the participants’
well-being will be monitored in
collaboration with the leading researchers,
Walter Osika and Cecilia Stenfors, from
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm. 
Chief experience officer at Visit Sweden,

Jennie Skogsborn Missuna, said: “For many

Swedes, nature is a source of recovery and
works as a springboard for self-development,
quality of life and happiness. With ‘The 72
Hour Cabin’, we want to give people around
the world an opportunity to gain insight into
the relationship that Swedes have with their
nature and inspire more visitors to explore
Sweden’s vast, accessible nature.”
“Sweden’s nature offers a physical and

mental space where you can be at one with
yourself and others. I find that many of my
patients have benefited greatly from
spending time in nature and I support this
initiative”, says Walter Osika, researcher at
Karolinska Institute.
Results from the case study will be

published to a global audience on October 10
and the participants in the project will enjoy
nature the way Swedes do and take pleasure
in outdoor activities, such as swimming,
fishing and cooking off the grid. 

Sweden introduces ‘The 72 Hour Cabin’ with Ben Fogle

Viking announces
second world cruise for

fourth ship
AHEAD OF its first World
Cruise scheduled for this
winter, Viking Cruises has
announced Viking Sun will
continue to sail the globe on
the company’s second World
Cruise, which will span 128-
days, five continents, 21
countries and 44 ports, with
ten port overnights. 
Departing on January 3,

2019 on the soon-to-be
delivered fourth vessel in
Viking’s ocean fleet, this
grand journey will mark
Viking Sun’s second voyage
around the world. The ship
will spend much of her
maiden season on the line's
first World Cruise, which
departs from Miami on
December 15. Sailing from
Miami to London, the new
2019 World Cruise itinerary
allows guests to explore
South America and the
islands of the South Pacific;
call on ports in Africa, from
Cape Town to Dakar; and
cruise the Strait of Magellan,
Tasman Sea and Indian
Ocean, before concluding in
London. 
As with all itineraries,

guests receive a
complimentary shore
excursion in each of the 44
ports and free Wi-Fi. World
Cruise guests also receive
Business Class airfares, all
gratuities and service fees,
along with a range of added-
value included features in
their cruise fare. 
Prices for the World

Cruise start at £39,990 per
person and, until September
30, guests who book the
World Cruise will receive
$2,000 in shipboard credit.
Viking Explorer Society
members also receive an
additional $1,000 in on-board
credit and added exclusive
Viking Explorer Society
member savings, if they book
before September 30. 
For more information call
020-8780 7995 or visit
vikingcruises.co.uk
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NEWS BITES
� HARD ROCK HOTELS’ Riviera Maya property is hosting its

Rock Getaway Festival this October - from October 26 to
November 1. Funway Holidays is offering the four-night
Rock Getaway Festival from £1,775 per person with seven
nights starting from £2,785. Prices are based on two
adults sharing a Deluxe Gold King Bed Room in Heaven
on an all-inclusive basis including tickets to all rock
performances, up to $3,600 resort credits per room,
Economy flights from Gatwick to Cancun with Thomas
Cook, taxes and fuel surcharges. Prices are based on an
October 26 departures. To book visitfunway4agents.co.uk
or call 020-8290 9754. For more information visit
hrhrivieramaya.com

� JG TRAVEL GROUP (JGTG), the group tour specialist that
exclusively provides coach holidays in association with
the National Trust, has acquired Omega Holidays Group
to create a new player in the travel sector with a
turnover of more than £35million.

� TIPTO HAS added a new supplier member, Cosmos. The
UK tour operator, along with sister brand Avalon
Waterways, has joined the trade association which
supports the UK’s independent agents with a range of
offers and product training.

Inghams issues main edition 2017/18
ski brochure featuring new resorts
THE INGHAMS Ski 2017/18 main edition brochure is now
on sale, with four new resorts and a range of money
saving deals, including a £40 discount per couple, on 
all holidays.

The brochure, which features 91 resorts across eight
countries and departures from 21 UK airports, offers
flexible holiday options with an extended programme of
short ski breaks to selected resorts in Switzerland,
France and Austria. Inclusive ski holidays with prices
from £759 per person to Kühtai in Austria, Flaine,
Montgenèvre, Morzine and Les Menuires in France, and
Arinsal in Andorra are also available. 

For the winter 2017/18 season, the operator has
expanded its ski programme in Italy and France with the
introduction of four new resorts - Claviere, Livigno and
Pila in Italy and Les Menuires in France. 

It has also added a range of new partner hotels across
its ski programme, including in Tignes (France), Selva
(Italy), Saas Fee (Switzerland) and Zell am See (Austria). 

Also new for the 2017/18 ski season, Chalet Linda in
Kitzbühel, Austria, will join the company's popular chalet
programme. Sleeping 28–37 guests, Chalet Linda is
located just five minutes' walk from the Hahnenkamm
Gondola and ski school meeting point in the world-
renowned resort of Kitzbühel, which offers a range of
skiing for all to enjoy.

The company is offering a seven-night holiday on a
catered board basis (including breakfast, afternoon tea
and cake and three-course evening meals with
complimentary wine for six days) at the three-diamond
Chalet Linda in Kitzbühel, Austria, from £695 per person,
based on two sharing. It includes flights from Gatwick to
Innsbruck and airport transfers and the package is valid
for travel departing on January 6, 2018. 
To book or for further information visit
inghams.co.uk/ski-holidays or call 01483-791114.    

travelbulletin.co.ukSeptember 15 20176

newsbulletin

CUBA WIN...London-based Mundy Cruising agent Hayley
Meades (right) celebrates winning a cruise for two people to
Cuba with cultural cruise line Voyages to Antiquity. To win,
Meades entered a booking incentive with the line earlier this
year and the incentive was open to any agent who completed
the company's training to become a cruise expert. Pictured
with Hayley is the line's head of commercial, Michelle Daniels.

Hangzhou launches digital campaign 
MODERN HANGZHOU looks out over the East China
Sea towards Japan and it recently partnered up with
Expedia Media Solutions to launch an innovative
digital marketing campaign entitled 'Silk Road Race -
Explore the Living Hangzhou'. 

The online Silk Road Race campaign specifically
targeted the English, French and German travel
markets and it has already attracted more than
30,000 visits and more than 16,000 retweets. 

The 'race' element of the campaign was a competition
to see which European country would be the first to
reach 5,500 online interactions and France was the
winner. Selected participants were rewarded with flights
to Hangzhou, courtesy of China Southern Airlines, and
five nights at Hangzhou's JW Marriott Hotel.

Mr. Zhao, associate director of the Hangzhou Tourism
Commission, said: "Our partnership with Expedia has
successfully promoted Hangzhou within key European
markets. It has encouraged many European travellers to
explore online and then experience in real life both the
route of the Silk Road and our historic, but very modern
and cosmopolitan, city."
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LIVERPOOL JOHN Lennon Airport (LJLA) has launched a
campaign for local travel agents to promote departures from
Liverpool ahead of those from other airports, highlighting to
the region’s holidaymakers the latest opportunities to fly from
their local airport.

With a growing range of destinations bringing increased
passenger numbers, the airport has become the 'Faster,
Easier, Friendlier Airport' of choice for passengers from
across the region and is recognised for its relaxed
environment and operational performance. 

A number of local travel agents including Hays, Tui, Myriad
Travel, Crowne Travel, Pearl King Travel, Barnes travel
Worldwide, CTI Business Travel and the Global Travel Group
have already signed up to the ‘We sell Liverpool Airport 1st’
campaign, committing to promote departures from Liverpool to

their customers ahead of flights from alternative airports.
The campaign is aimed at highlighting the convenience of

flying from Liverpool, particularly for local holidaymakers.
Other benefits include on site car parking close to the terminal,
average security queue times of five minutes, one of the UK’s
best records for on time departures and fast baggage
collection times when returning home. 

More than £5million of passenger facility improvements
have also helped to enhance the customer experience, with
surveys showing that positive passenger feedback is now at
an all-time high.

In addition, last month the airport received a good rating by
the Civil Aviation Authority for the quality of assistance they
provide to passengers with a disability, helping to encourage
more people with a disability to fly.

Local travel agents back campaign to support Liverpool John Lennon Airport

Pictured promoting the 'We sell Liverpool Airport 1st' campaign are representatives from local travel agents including Pearl King Travel,
Global Travel Group, TUI, Hays Travel, Crown Travel, CTI Travel and Barnes Worldwide Travel. 
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ATTENDED THE Travel Bulletin Awards at the
Langham Hotel in London last week. It was a
great evening and the comedian, actor & writer,

Hal Cruttenden, made us all laugh. Jet2holidays won
Star Short Haul Operator and was also runner up Star
Family Holidays and Star Supplier Sales Team, so next
year it could well be three out of three. Simon Marshall
- regional sales manager – trade collected the awards. 
I need to lose weight – four stones in fact. It’s not helping

my heart condition or my bad back carrying all this weight;
it’s like carrying Jet2’s luggage allowance + hand luggage
around with me permanently! If anyone would like to
sponsor me (it doesn’t have to be the whole amount), it will
go to a dog charity and a cat charity to be paid direct to
them. Email me s.murray922@btinternet.com - it will make
me try harder!
I know this won’t be of interest to anyone in the travel

industry as we don’t drink (!), but contrary to popular belief
London is not the most expensive place to buy a pint, which
averages at £4.20. The winner is Surrey at £4.40! Good old
Yorkshire (& Herefordshire) is the cheapest at £3.31!
I think the Gods are indeed angry with the world – I have

never seen so many hurricanes! It’s the total devastation
that is so awful to see for the poor people losing their
homes and the animals abandoned - let’s hope it stops
soon. The knock-on effect
is operators/agents that
have customers out in
these places and they need
to know they are safe so
lots of extra work involved.
‘Sometimes you need to

burn bridges to stop you
crossing them again’ and
‘Never regret a day in your
life, good days give
happiness, bad days give
experience, worst days give
lessons, best days give
memories’.

by SANDRA MURRAY
in Normanton, Yorkshire

To respond to any 
of Sandy’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Half price offer from Newmarket 
NEWMARKET HOLIDAYS has re-instated its 'Buy-One-
Get-One-Half-Price' offer that launched MS Olympia’s
2018 season earlier this year. 
The company's 2018 European River Cruise selection

covers the European waterways - from the Rhine and
Moselle to the Blue Danube. The latest brochure
includes six new itineraries on MS Olympia, which offers
recently refurbished accommodation, dedicated cruise
staff and well-stocked dining facilities for just under a
hundred passengers. 
The operator's commercial director, Dave Sharman,

said: “The river cruise market is highly competitive and
we have found that this offer gives travel agents a strong
option for great value river cruising on board Olympia,
whilst new customers can join us to see if a river cruise
is for them.” 
The best-selling cruise for 2018 is currently the nine-

day Romantic Rhine to Switzerland itinerary, which
offers prices from £1,129 for the coach-inclusive cruise.
Bookings made by September 30 can take advantage

of the Buy One, Get One Half-Price early booking offer
on all 2018 cruises.
Meanwhile, the company has issued its latest

collection of coach escorted tours and breaks in a newly
launched brochure. 
In addition to introducing a number of new escorted

tours to its coach collection, the company will continue
to include customer favourites, and an increasingly
popular selection of concert and live event breaks. 
The company’s product director, Teresa Taylor, said:

“This new brochure truly celebrates 35 years of taking
our customers on great-value, fun- and interest-packed
coach inclusive breaks.
“We have a number of loyal customers who like to

book ‘one break per season’ in one sitting, and this
latest brochure allows them to do just that – taking
advantage of visiting interesting destinations and
attractions throughout the year.” 
As examples of new options, a four-day York’s

Chocolate Story & the Yorkshire Dales costs from £279
per person with departures available from April-October
2018; and a four-day Whitby, Wensleydale & Yorkshire
Rails costs from £279 available from April to June and
September to October next year and includes journeys
on scenic railways. For customers looking to cross the
Channel, three new highlights include Königswinter’s
Fairytale Castle, Cologne & the Ahr Valley, Paris &
Versailles, and Bruges, Antwerp & Ghent. 

Normanton...
Notes from

Eurostar teams up with MagicBreaks
EUROSTAR HAS partnered with MagicBreaks, a specialist
booking provider for holidays to Disneyland Paris. 
Customers will be directed through the contact centre

and website to the MagicBreaks team, who will be able to
offer specialist knowledge, unbiased advice and
information on the latest offers.
Travellers will be able to purchase packages with

Eurostar travel, hotels and park passes, along with
individual elements such as the Disney Express luggage
service and all the Disneyland Paris ‘extras’.
For details see
eurostar.com/uken/train/france/disneyland-paris and
eurostar.magicbreaks.co.uk
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Booking incentives
�  Until the end of this month, agents
booking any Paul Gauguin cruise will
earn a £50 lifestyle voucher. there
is no limit to the number of
bookings, so the more cruises agents
book, the more money they will earn.
For details call 020-7399 7691 or
visit pgcruises.com

�  travel 2, together with Qatar
airways and visit victoria, has
teamed up to give agents the chance
to win one of two £500 shopping
vouchers. to be automatically
entered into the prize draw, agents
should make a qualifying booking to
victoria (australia) by September 30
including flights with Qatar
airways. See travel2.com for
details.

�  Premier holidayS has unveiled a
selection of autumn packages to the
Channel islands during tennerfest
food festival and agents can earn £5
for every inclusive tennerfest
package made. Colourful posters,
including regional versions
available from various UK airports,
and jpeg images can be downloaded
from the operator's website to
promote the foodie breaks. See
trade.premierholidays.co.uk or call
0844-4937 777.

CHAMPAGNE RECEPTION...Bourne Leisure's nationalsales manager, Louise Tansey (right), presents TravelCentre Hull with chocolates and Champagne for theirsupportive work in selling 60 Haven breaks in threedays last month. Pictured accepting the gifts is theagency's branch manager, Kirsty Brooks. 

Agent offer
UNICO 20°N 87°W Hotel Riviera Maya is offering

educational rates of £80 per person, per night to agents,
based on two sharing, giving them the chance to fully
immerse themselves in its new adults-only resort

concept. Agents will experience fine dining options that
pay homage to regional Yucatan dishes, relax at the spa,
take part in immersive excursions and try their hand at
golf with the hotel’s unlimited offer. For details email

uksales@rcdhotels.com quoting reference STR. 
See unicohotelrivieramaya.com for details.

agentbulletin

Agent competition 
ON WEDNESDAY September 20, the Cayman Islands is hosting an event to crown London Cocktail Week's best
cocktail. Attendees can sample the signature serves from six finalists and watch as they go head to head for a place in
the final, which takes place in the Cayman Islands. Five lucky Travel Bulletin readers have the chance to receive a pair
of tickets to attend the event, which takes place in London. 
For a chance to win, email trade-info@caymanislands.ky with the subject line 'London Cocktail Week’s Best' Cocktail'. 
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NEWS BITES
� THE SINGAPORE Tourism Board (STB) and the Singapore
Economic Development Board (EDB) have jointly unveiled a
unified brand, Passion Made Possible, to market Singapore
internationally for tourism and business. Passion Made
Possible will be officially launched in the UK during London
Cocktail Week (LCW), from October 2-8.

� THE LUXURY Travel Fair is returning to Olympia London
from November 2- 5. 

� CHINA SOUTHERN Airlines has launched flights from
Heathrow to Cairns, Australia. The new route will operate
from December 13 with fares from £578 return.

� FOLLOWING ON from last year’s inaugural event, The
Jamaica Tourist Board (JTB) will again host the destination’s
own B2B tradeshow, Jamaica Travel Market (JTM), on
September 28-29 at the Luton Hoo Hotel, Golf & Spa. 

� UNITED AIRLINES has announced a new option for
customers to check in and learn about flights without the
touch of a finger. The new United skill for Amazon Alexa
allows customers to use their Alexa-enabled devices, such
as the Amazon Echo and the Amazon Echo Dot, to check in
and ask a variety of questions about flights. 

� VIRGIN HOLIDAYS is launching package holidays tailored to
the single-parent market in a bid to end 'pricing
discrimination'. The initiative is being launched with ten
resorts across the Caribbean that offer family friendly all-
inclusive holidays and comes in response to data that
shows there are nearly two million Brits in 
single-parent families.
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FESTIVE FUN...Super Break has launched its Festive Short Breaks
brochure offering ideas and packages for agents to promote. The
44-page brochure includes 255 Christmas packages, 198 New Year
packages plus a range of festive entertainment such as
pantomimes and shows including Nativity! The Musical, new
Ultimate London festive breaks and Christmas market river
cruises. Pictured marking the new brochure launch are the
company's Kelly Giblin (left) and Freya McCann.

Scenic launches 2018/19 luxury
Southeast Asia river cruise brochure
SCENIC HAS released its full brochure for 2018/19
Southeast Asia river cruising featuring exotic itineraries
cruising down the iconic waterways of the Mekong and
Irrawaddy rivers.

Across all of its six Southeast Asian itineraries,
exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences will take guests to
the cultural heart of Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar.
Experiences include a private gala dinner in an Angkor
temple, a blessing from a monk and learning how to pray
in a Buddhist pagoda. The line's exclusive Enrich events
complement a range of included Freechoice excursions.

New for 2018/19 is a 24-day cruise and tour which
takes guests beyond the tourist trail as they visit the best
of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. As well as a new
itinerary, the company has launched three new
extensions giving guests the opportunity to stay at the
Mai Chau Eco Lodge, the mountain town of Sapa or a
train ride on the famous Eastern & Oriental Express.

An all-inclusive offering means that guests will
experience luxury on board, with a choice of fine dining
venues, the largest suites on the Mekong, all with private
balcony, a butler service, complimentary drinks,
exclusive excursions and all tipping, gratuities and
porterage included in the price. 

An early booking deal on 2018/19 Southeast Asia
cruises offers a free one-way Business Class flight
upgrade offer when clients book before October 16.
For details call 0808-163 6823. 

Waldorf Hilton has the key to a great stay
GUESTS AT The Waldorf Hilton are now able to turn their
phone into a room key as the hotel introduces 'The Digital Key'. 

The new technological introduction enables Hilton Honors
members to access their room, as well as any other area of
the hotel that requires guest access, directly via the Hilton
Honors app on their smartphone.

The hotel group's chief marketing officer, Geraldine Calpin,
said: “We previously invested $550million in global technology
infrastructure to lay the foundations which have enabled us to
bring to market, at scale, the digital tools we have today.

“We know that our guests are looking for more choice and
control over their entire travel journey and through digital tools
such as Digital Key and digital check-in with room selection,
we are giving guests the ability to personalise their stay at
every stage, wherever they are in the world.” 

The UK launch follows a successful rollout of Digital Key in
the US and Canada, enabling guests to unlock doors at 1,700
hotels across the world. Since this technology launched,
guests have opened more than 11 million doors and the Hilton
Honors App has been downloaded once every eight seconds.

To mirror the guest experience globally, later this year the
hotel group will also be introducing Straight-to-Room to
properties in the UK, enabling Silver, Gold and Diamond Hilton
Honors members the option to bypass the front desk and go
straight to their room upon arrival, using their smartphone as
the key. 
For more information see hiltonhonors.com
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Where Am I?

Once the symbol of a divided city during the Cold War, this
famous landmark is now a national symbol of peace and

unity. The Quadriga, a sculpture representing the Goddess of
Victory, was erected on the Gate in 1793.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, September 21st. Solution and new

puzzle will appear next week.

The winner for 1st September is Charlotte Harris, Global

Independent Travel in Winscombe

September 1st Solution: A=5    B=2    C=1    D=8

Number: 035

Across 
1. Ferry company with HQ in Copenhagen (4)
3. Protection scheme for travellers, initially (4)
8. Bangkok international airport code (3)
9. UK-based hotel company (7)
10. South American city, in short (3)
11. The iconic limestone pinnacles of Zhangjiajie

are located in this Chinese province (5)
12. Capital of Menorca (5)
14. Droll stand-up comedian, Jack (3)
16. Pisa airport is also named ___ Galilei for

this famous astronomer (7)
18. Billy Connolly recently received this title (3)
19. Gateshead is on the southern bank of this

river (4)
20. First name of actor known for his roles as

Gollum and Caesar the ape (4)

Down 
1. Recently seen on Celebrity MasterChef and

now hoping to bring some magic to 
Strictly (6,5)

2. Capital of Senegal (5)
4. Major travel group (3)
5. UK airport (5)
6. Newly opened Crossing spanning the Firth of

Forth (11)
7. Smallest of the US Virgin Islands (2,4)
11. Flows through New York state (6)
13. Composer of The Planets (5)
15. German city (5)
17. Airport code for 5 Down (3)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
Please see page 34

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

03
5

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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Rainbow Tours expands portfolio outside of Africa & Latin America
RAINBOW TOURS has expanded operations beyond its core destinations of Africa and Latin America for the first time,
introducing itineraries in four new countries - India, Borneo, Sri Lanka and Canada. 

The move comes as the company, which celebrates its 20th anniversary this year, re-positions itself more firmly as a
specialist tour operator for wildlife and nature holidays with the release of a new Safari and Wildlife Guide highlighting
encounters with animals, birds and marine life.

Jennifer Atkinson, CEO of ITC Travel Group, the parent company of Rainbow Tours, said: “The majority of Rainbow
Tours’ business has always centred around wildlife holidays. Whether it’s birding itineraries in Costa Rica or Peru; gorilla
trekking and big five safaris in East or Southern Africa; or bespoke trips to experience Madagascar’s unique natural
assets; our team is highly knowledgeable and incredibly passionate about crafting trips on the trail of iconic and lesser-
known species. 

"Our expertise stretches beyond Africa and Latin America, so it’s a natural progression to introduce new destinations
where clients can encounter amazing wildlife such as polar bears, orang-utans, tigers, whales and more.”

A newly-published Safari and Wildlife guide by the operator offers 112 pages of inspiration and information. Contents
include a guide to the wildlife and landscapes visitors can expect in different African countries, along with the different
types of safari available (hot air balloon, walking, horseback etc); a safari calendar outlining where to travel when and
why; information on finding Africa’s big five; experiencing the Great Migration; and Africa’s top five alternative wildlife
encounters - lemurs, Abyssinian wolves, gorillas, chimpanzees and humpback whales; a guide to India’s ‘big five’ and
Borneo’s orang-utan hotpots; information on wildlife in the Americas; editorial features; and inspiration for twin-centre
trips, celebrations and family holidays. 
For details see rainbowtours.co.uk/brochure or call 020-7666 1266.

THE ISLAND of Nosy Be and the small
islands dotted around it make their
debut in Premier’s 2018 South Africa
brochure, and agents can now book a
seven-night Madagascar Island Escape
part-escorted tour from £1,499 per
person. It includes three nights in Nosy
Be including snorkelling and travel
onwards to Nosy Komba for an insight
into a local tribe; two nights in Nosy
Sakatia; and a further two nights in Nosy
Be with a walking excursion to the
Lokobe Reserve – home to Madagascar’s
most famous resident, the lemur. 

For clients wishing to simply relax, the
operator offers two hotels in Nosy be:
the four-star Ravintsara Wellness Hotel
and four-star-plus Home Madagascar
The Residence. 

The company's latest South Africa
brochure, valid for travel until December
2018, features a selection of new tours
where clients can experience both
popular locations as well as unique, new
product. Highlights include a seven-night
Cape Town, Wine and Whales self-drive
from £565, which ticks off the three main
attractions in the Western Cape;
Botswana Wildlife Discovery from £2,999
for six nights, where clients travel
between luxury game from lodges in
Chobe, Savuti and the Okavango Delta by
light aircraft; and a Sossusvlei Desert
Adventure from £499, offering clients the
chance to tick off one of Namibia’s most
iconic sights.

The operator has revamped its hotel
offering, introducing a selection of new
boutique properties and game reserves.

Providing an authentic South African
experience and more of a personal
service, boutique hotels featured in the
new brochure include the Three
Boutique in central Cape Town,
Wedgeview Country House in
Stellenbosch for people looking for a
country retreat in the winelands; and the
quaint and historic Tsitsikamma 
Village Inn. 

New game reserves added for 2018
include Bufflesdrift Game Lodge in
Oudtshoorn, offering game drives,
elephant experiences and meerkat
safaris; and Ukumbe Safri lodge,
one of the best value lodges in the
Sabi Sands game reserve,
considered by many to be the very
best part of the Kruger region for
spotting the Big Five.  

In addition, multi-country tours
have been enhanced by adding an
option combining South Africa
and the Seychelles. A number of
new excursions have also been
added this year, from foodie
tours and walking and cycling
adventures, to cultural
experiences. 

To celebrate the brochure
launch, agents are being
offered the chance to win a
place on a South African fam
trip in December, wine tasting
for their branch and South
African drinks hampers.
Agents should look out for a
golden ticket in their
brochure launch pack to

check whether they’re a winner. If they’re
not successful, they can visit the
company's trade website and 
enter online. 

The competition closes on October 13
and agents can also earn up to £150 for
every inclusive South Africa booking,
depending on the booking value. 
For more information or to book visit
trade.premierholidays.co.uk or call 
0844-493 7444.

Madagascar addition from Premier offers seven nights from £1,499
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invites you to attend a 

Luxury Holidays Showcase
agent networking evening

SPONSORS

Agents come and join the Travel Bulletin team and leading luxury suppliers at this informative and fun 
agent event. Through a combination of networking and presentations we will enable you to discover the 

paradise that is luxury holidays. From unique hotels to once in a lifetime experiences, you will learn how to 
deliver your clients their dreams.

Tuesday, 3rd October,  
Denbies Wine Estate,  

Dorking Surrey

Registration: 18:00 hours
Networking & Presentations: 18:30 hours

Dinner, Entertainment & Prizes: 20:00 hours
Carriages: 21:30 hours

To confirm your place at this amazing event, email the names and job 
titles of up to 5 staff members by  

Monday 18th September 2017 to: hannah.carter@travelbulletin.co.uk  
or telephone:

020 7834 6661
For more information.

HEADLINE
SPONSORS
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Industry
Insight by...

David Moon, head of business development at Advantage, looks at the changing role
of the consortium...

I’M NOT quite sure what happened to the hottest
summer for 40 years that we were promised but I do
know we seem to have moved very swiftly into Autumn

(where has the year gone?) and it won’t be long before we
are preparing for peaks!
When I first joined Advantage, much of what we

discussed with potential new members involved the
commercial deals we had in place with our various
supplier partners and how these could help a business.
The commercial arrangements for any consortium are
crucial in order to demonstrate a return on investment
for membership fees (it’s the number one reason why our
members are part of Advantage).
However, so much has changed and agents are looking

for so much more from a consortium than just
commercial terms. Consortia have had to adapt to the
increasing pressures being placed on their travel agent
members, to help ensure that their members can thrive.
This has led to an explosion in the different types of

products and services being offered.
For example, looking at the marketing we used to offer

compared to what we offer now; ten years ago, we
offered point of sale material, which we still do today and
is very important to our retail members. However, we
have had to deliver new schemes to support our
members’ marketing endeavours. We now manage more
sophisticated direct marketing campaigns on our
members’ behalf, which deliver good quality marketing at
the right time of year to our members’ customers,
inspiring them to book with our members.
Increasingly the role of the consortium is to take away

some of the pain points of running a travel agency
business and marketing is a good way of demonstrating

how a consortium can help a travel agency business.
In some instances, agents want more pain to be

taken away!
In 2009 we set up Advantage Managed Services (AMS)

a scheme which provides agents with licensing (ABTA,
ATOL, IATA), back office systems and merchant services
and whereby we make supplier payments on behalf of
our members.
So, whilst this scheme has been around for some time,

this is a major area of growth for Advantage as a
business. What is really encouraging is the number of
new start-ups which have joined the scheme over the last
four years and seeing how those businesses have
flourished. With increasing regulation, I can fully
understand why an agent would want the comfort of
operating under a managed service scheme. Again, a
practical demonstration of how a consortium can add
value to an agencies business.
As we look ahead over the next 12 months, agents

face a number of key changes with the introduction of
the new Payment Services Directive, General Data
Protection Regulation and of course changes to the
Package Travel Regulations. All areas where we have
and will be offering help and guidance to members to
help support their business.
From a general support point of view, we have

upped the amount of training available to members on
a wide range of topics from social media, sales,
through to HR and business improvement workshops.
What’s encouraging for agents is that there is a big

support network out there to help your 
business. Make sure you are making the most of 
your consortium.

bulletinbriefing
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CARRIER RECENTLY hosted a group of agents on an educational to the Seychelles. Hotels visited
included the Four Seasons Resort Seychelles, Maia Luxury Resort & Spa, Six Senses Zil Pasyon,
Raffles Praslin, Constance Lemuria and Constance Ephelia. Pictured exploring Denis Private
Island are, from the left: Gill Holmes, Elite Travel Agency; the tour operator’s Georgia Bowhay;
Jayne Crowther, Kuoni Travel; Andrea Redwood, Carrier Retail; Sandra Mutter, Andara Travel;
Alison Jones, The Ultimate Travel Company; and Lucy Bunting, Chatsworth Travel.
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Inghams awards
Academy winners 

INGHAMS HAS announced
the second and third
winners of its prize draw
from The Academy, a
recently-launched
interactive learning portal
for travel agents. 
Emma Smith from Hays

Travel – Torquay won £150
of Love2Shop vouchers and
Tracey Thornton from
Premier Travel received
flights with British Airways
for two. Both were
automatically entered into
a monthly prize draw after
they registered to The
Academy and completed a
minimum of three 
training modules. 
There are still more

prizes to be won, including
a holiday to Austria, and
the programme has been
designed to help agents
build on their knowledge of
the operator’s Ski, Lakes &
Mountains and Italy
products through a range
of video and interactive
courses, separated into
bite-sized modules. 
To register visit
learning.inghams.co.uk 

training

BECOME A SEAWORLD PARKS EXPERT BY
COMPLETING OUR ONLINE TRAVEL AGENT
TRAINING.
There are eight modules covering the parks,
ticket offers, park extras, dining options and
more! Upon completion, you'll receive a goody
bag, certificate, and you can apply for a FREE
3-Park concession ticket! Better still, by
completing the training in September you
could win one of two Nespresso coffee
machines. Keep coming back for the latest
news and updates on the parks.
Begin today: www.seaworldagents.co.uk

WIN 12 DAYS OF PURE LUXURY ONBOARD
SILVER MUSE!
Become a Silversea expert with our all-new,
interactive training academy that gives you all
of the information you need to sell Silversea.
Complete with training modules, news and
exclusive resources, it has been developed
with you, our loyal travel agents, in mind.
The training academy has multiple badges to
choose from, designed to help build
knowledge and skills, and you can select
which badges to complete based on your
individual needs and interests.
Get started in seconds:
www.silverseaacademy.com 

WIN A LUXURY HOLIDAY TO GRAN CANARIA!
Learn more about Gran Canaria's new
resorts, golden sandy beaches, amazing
green inland and wide range of ideas for
fantastic leisure experiences, for your
chance to win a week's luxury holiday for
two, to the fabulous Gloria Palace Royal,
located on the beautiful Amadores beach.
This prize also includes car rental to
discover the real beauty of Gran Canaria!
Register at: www.grancanariaexperts.com

PRINCESS CRUISES will host a 300-agent
sailing on Royal Princess in May 2018,
marking the line’s largest fam trip. 
The 12-night British Isles voyage will give
agents the opportunity to experience the
‘Ocean Medallion’, which launches from
this November, and the winning 300 agents
can join one of five legs of the sailing with
departures from Southampton, Dublin,
Glasgow and Edinburgh.
The ‘Medallion Mega Fam’ is open to all

agents in the UK and Ireland and agents
have two ways in which to apply for a place;
from September 1 to October 31, agents
need to make a 2018/19 booking and enter
code INNO18; and from November 1 to
November 30, agents can apply by
completing an online Ocean Medallion
training course via onesourcecruises.com
The Ocean Medallion, which is the same

size as a 10 pence piece, automatically
provides information to guests during their
cruise and is designed to give a more
personalised onboard experience. It will
also give guests real time information about
onboard activities and allow groups to
locate members of their party, as well as a
range of other features.

In addition to experiencing the
Medallion, agents will have the chance to
enjoy specialty dining, cocktail parties, 
a behind the scenes tour, live
entertainment and free onboard 
spending money.  
Rachel Poultney, the cruise line’s

director of sales for UK & Ireland, said:
“We’re thrilled to be running such a huge
event for our agents. Not only will this be
an amazing trip on one of our most
recognisable and well-loved ships, but
agents will be able to use and experience
the Ocean Medallion so they can see for
themselves just how beneficial it will be
for their customers.”
The Medallion Mega Fam is part of the

company’s 2018 ‘Innovation Tour’ which
will also see immersive training sessions,
giveaways and a ship visit programme
across the UK in Southampton, Liverpool,
Dublin, Belfast, Cork, Edinburgh,
Glasgow and St Peter Port.
Fam trip winners will be announced

weekly via the cruise line’s Academy
Facebook page until November 30.
For more information visit
onesourcecruises.com

Win your place on Princess Cruises’ Medallion mega fam
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YOUR AIRPORT GURUS...Shellie, Rachel,
Stefanie and Cat all ready to welcome
agents to the BHXtravaganza!

theairportguruairlineex
travaganza

GURU SELFIE – Gurus Shellie and Rachel getting
interactive with Thomas Cook agents. 

THE GLAMOPHONES…live entertainment to
kick off the event.

3 DESTINATIONS, 3 WINNERS…bmi regional’s Antony Price with his
three lucky agent prize winners. 

MSG TOURS – the team out in full force 
BAKING GURUS…agents tucked into a yummy selection of Airport
Gurus cupcakes.

FLYBE FAN…picked out of the
draw another agent winner. 

PRIMERA WINNER…Rosemary
Shaw from Knowle Travel
wins tickets with BHX’s
newest airline Primera Air to
New York or Boston. 

SHELLIE AND SHANNON…Shellie welcomes Shannon Gregory from
Midcounties Tamworth and the other 260 agents to the evening. 

THE AIRPORT GURUS once again hosted a night of fun factor
training and this year the event soared even higher.

The evening included welcoming guests along a branded blue
carpet, leading agents to live entertainment from the

Glamophones. Throughout the night fun was had with the
aircraft window selfie frame. 

The venue this year was bigger and better too, allowing 260
agents to breathe and get the most out of their evening. Agents
took away over 30 prizes including flights to all over the world,
FAM Trip place and shopping vouchers. Agents had to answer
questions in relation to the information relayed on the evening,

in order to earn their prize!

An Airport Guru event would of course not be complete without
an abundance of flowing food and drink, and personalised

cupcakes left a sweet taste in everybody’s mouth.
This the third event of its kind and the Gurus would like to

thank you all for your continued support in helping
Birmingham Airport grow and are already looking forward to

seeing you next year!
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Bahrain launches
online training

programme
THE BAHRAIN Tourism and
Exhibitions Authority
(BTEA) launched its first
online training programme
earlier this summer. 

The platform has been
designed to promote the
destination, build
awareness and educate the
travel trade about Bahrain
and its tourist attractions.
The programme comprises
a number of self-contained
modules, each focusing on
a particular aspect of
Bahrain’s tourism.

A trade sales incentive is
also in place running
throughout this month,
where agents completing
the programme can be in
with a chance of winning
an Apple Watch. 
To find out more go to
train-bahrain.co.uk

THE ADVANTAGE Travel Partnership has
recruited Bob Morrell and Jeremy Blake
of Reality Training to speak at its Cruise
Conference taking place on P&O Cruises’
Ventura on October 27-29.
The session will focus on helping

agents to sell more cruises, looking at
upselling, pricing psychology and closing
the sale. The cruise-tailored training will
be relevant for all levels of experience,
with the aim of helping agents
communicate the value of higher-
priced options.
Claire Brighton, senior commercial

manager for the travel association, said:
“We are delighted that Bob and Jeremy
will be joining us at this year’s Cruise
Conference. Member feedback in the past
when we have used Reality Training has
been really positive so to be able to
incorporate this into our cruise
programme helps us evolve and improve
the event for our members.”
Reality Training’s Jeremy Blake said:

“We’re thrilled to be speaking at this event.
Cruise is such a fast-growing market,
however, it can be difficult for agents when
they have to talk about higher priced

options, such as enhanced itineraries or
upgrades. We’re going to provide the
delegates with a selection of key tips to
build their confidence so they can increase
their booking values and their conversions.” 
Ventura will depart from the Mayflower

Terminal in Southampton on October 27,
bound for the Belgian city of Bruges.
Conference sessions will start shortly
after embarkation with time for
networking with cruise line partners, an
excursion to Bruges, and a gala dinner.
Find out more at realitytraining.com or
go to advantagecruiseconference.co.uk

Reality training workshop at Advantage Cruise Conference

MISSOURI HOSTED a celebration of Jazz and Blues for the
travel trade during its recent UK sales mission. 
Delegates from St Louis and Kansas City hosted travel

agents and industry partners at a reception held at the
Taittinger Terrace in the Theatre Royal Drury Lane, London
with live jazz and blues music and a barbecue complete
with sauces from the state. During the week-long mission,
Missouri also carried out destination training with Hayes
and Jarvis, Kuoni and Funway Holidays.
Donna Cordle-Gray, from the tourism office, said: “The UK is

a critical overseas market for Missouri and it is vital that we
have face to face meetings with key industry partners to
strengthen existing relationships and forge new ones. 
“The sales mission continues our commitment to the UK

marketing campaign and strategy. In addition to our
cornerstone attractions such as the Gateway Arch, Route
66 and Kansas City Jazz, we have many new things
happening in Missouri and found the mission was a
successful way to communicate these.”
The Wonders of Wildlife National Museum and Aquarium

opens in Springfield this month, with an all-new 1.5-
million-gallon aquarium adventure showcasing 35,000 live
fish, mammals, reptiles and birds, and a wildlife museum.
In addition Missouri’s Gateway Arch, in St Louis, is also
undergoing some improvements which will result in a
renovated riverfront and new bike paths, new museum
exhibits and increased accessibility.
The recently opened National Blues Museum, also in St

Louis, is also reported to be fast becoming one of the
state’s most popular attractions. It explores Blues music
and celebrates the genre in an environment that includes
high impact technology-driven experiences.
To learn more go to visitmo.com 

Missouri gets Jazzy on UK sales mission
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cyprus

THE CYPRUS Tourism Organisation (CTO)
has confirmed that 2017 is on track to be its
most successful year on record in terms of
global tourist arrivals.
From January to June 2017, global tourist

arrivals to Cyprus reached 1,463,206,
compared to 1,255,240 in 2016;
representing a year-on-year increase of
16.6% and the highest ever total arrivals for
this period to date. Should this trend
continue, the country will see another
record-breaking year for tourism.
The record for the highest volume of

global tourist arrivals to Cyprus ever
recorded was set during the month of June
at 472,450. Of these arrivals, there was a
1.2% increase in visitors from the UK, who
make up the country’s main source of
tourism at 31.9%.
The majority of visitors to Cyprus in June

categorised the purpose of their trip as a
holiday (86.2%) and the majority of tourists

(53.8%) were aged between 20-44 years.
Orestis Rossides, UK director of the

tourism organisation, said: “We’re
pleased to announce that 2017 was our
most successful January to June period
on record. Tourists from across the globe
are drawn in by Cyprus’ year-round
weather, stunning landscapes, friendly
locals and delicious, locally sourced food
and drink – not to mention the wide
range of activities to please everyone;
from cycling, scuba diving, trekking and
golf to world-class spas. 
“We’re proud to have welcomed a

record-breaking number of tourists so far
this year and hope visitors will continue
to be drawn to our beautiful country
throughout the rest of the year. Cyprus’
boasts the warmest winters in Europe,
which is particularly attractive to Brits
looking for some winter sun.” 
For more information go to visitcyprus.com

CLASSIC COLLECTION Holidays is offering seven nights at the newly reopened Columbia Beach
Resort from £1,539 per person this October. Following an extensive re-modelling, where before
there was a hotel and an all-suite resort, there is now only all-suite accommodation divided into
west and east wings. The refurbished resort features a spa, 12 restaurants and bars and two
swimming pools, one which meanders down the core of the resort’s west wing, the other situated
to the east, and geared more towards families. There’s a revamped children’s club and new
dedicated crèche for infants, and an array of activities to engage guests, including cycling and
hiking tours, watersports, tennis, golf, cookery lessons and more. The price offered through the
operator is based on two sharing an east wing executive suite on a bed-and-breakfast basis and
includes flights from the UK and private transfers. Call 0800-008 7288 for details.

Larnaka leisure 
& fitness at Palm

Beach Hotel
WITH RECENT figures
reporting continued growth
in the health and fitness
industry and recognising
an increase in those who
enjoy keeping fit, even
whilst away on holiday, the
four-star Palm Beach
Hotel & Bungalows just
outside Larnaka is inviting
holidaymakers to make full
use of the Palm Beach
Leisure Club.

The centre has recently
received a major upgrade
with renovations including
a redesign complete with a
new floor in the exercise
studio and the latest gym
equipment from Life
Fitness. Other facilities
include two tennis courts,
a squash court, aerobics
studio, table tennis, indoor
and outdoor swimming
pools, Jacuzzi, steam bath
and sauna. The club
welcomes a new highly
trained team offering a
range of fitness classes
and personal training, as
well as massage services,
and is also planning on
introducing a selection of
beauty treatments. All the
facilities, apart from the
massage and beauty
treatments, are free to
hotel guests. 

The hotel has been
transformed over the 
past three winters 
with renovation projects
and new decor across 
the hotel. 
Visit palmbeachhotel.com
for more details.

Cyprus Tourism Organisation predicts record arrivals for 2017
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Where to go to find Cyprus’ best spas 
IN ADDITION to its year-round warm climate and rich
cultural heritage, Cyprus has numerous five-star hotels
offering a wide range of internationally recognised spa
treatments and products. For clients seeking an
affordable, luxury spa break the Cyprus Tourism
Organisation has recommended a selection of unique
spa and wellness offerings across the island.

• The Myrianthousa Spa in Kalopanayiotis is set on the
northern slopes of the Troodos range. In this mountain
setting, guests can indulge in services that capture the
health benefits of the region’s botanical treasures,
including a hydrotherapy spa pool, herbal steam room
with a variety of scents, sauna and snow cabin. Couples
looking for some extra indulgence can pamper
themselves with a ‘Spa Suite Ritual for Two’ in a private
treatment suite. Visit myrianthousa.com

• The Sentido Thalassa Coral Bay in Paphos is able to
offer a range of exotic treatments including one that
uses bamboo as an original massage tool. Other
treatments include an ‘Oriental Ceremony Treatment
with Warm Spice Bags’, a ‘Tonifying Treatment with
Celestial Spheres’ and a ‘Deluxe Thalassocaviar Facial’.
Visit sentidohotels.com/en/

• Oneiro Spa, part of the Capo Bay Hotel and situated in
Fig Tree Bay, specialises in personalised therapeutic
treatments dedicated to each guest’s unique needs and a
Polynesian healer inspired ‘Oneiro Holistic Ritual’. Visit
capobay.com

• The Ayii Anargyri Natural Healing Spa Resort is
located in the village of Miliou, 45 minutes from Paphos
Airport, and offers a range of treatments fed by the
mineral-rich sulphur water of the Saint Anastasia
spring. The healing power of the waters has been used
medically since 1649 and today guests can bathe in the
spa's spring-fed hydro pools; enjoy a detoxifying 'Sulphur
Mud Cocoon and Soak'; or lay under the ‘Vichy Rain
Shower Experience’ and relax under the warm tropical
rain-like mist. Visit aasparesort.com

• The Library Hotel and Wellness Resort in Kalavasos is
a stone-built mansion with 11 uniquely styled suites
named after poets and thinkers complete with a library
lounge with open fireplace. House guests can also
request Aromatherapy Massages with specifically
blended essential oils and mums-to-be can experience a
‘Maternity Massage’ designed as a gentle and nurturing
way to alleviate any discomfort associated with
pregnancy. Visit libraryhotelcyprus.com

• The Retreat Spa within the five-star Aphrodite Hills
Hotel complex offers panoramic views across the
Mediterranean Sea and has been designed and inspired
by Greco-Roman bathing rituals of cleansing and
relaxation. Guests can indulge in the Spa's detoxifying
‘Thermae Experience’ involving a series of heat rooms
progressively increasing in temperature tempered with
cooling hydro showers to stimulate and refresh the body
between heat experiences. Visit atlanticahotels.com

For more information go to visitcyprus.com

Prestige Holidays recommends newly
reopened Columbia Beach Resort
THE COLUMBIA Beach Resort reopened this month after a
renovation project which saw the resort gain an additional
18,500sq.m of space. 
It now offers 169 suites, which can accommodate

families, multi-generational travellers, couples and solo
travellers. It has also added two new restaurants and three
bars to its dining option and – unique to the island - it
offers dine around that is all à la carte.
Nicky Shafe, marketing manager for Prestige Holidays,

commented: “This newly refurbished property is a great
option for families and couples alike. Spa lovers will also
relish treatments in its multi-award winning spa and there’s
plenty to keep active guests occupied with two squash courts,
a fully equipped gym and regular fitness classes. 
“Plus the resort now has two swimming pools: one that

is perfect for couples and the other, which is perfectly
positioned to cater to families. There is also a
complimentary bus service to take guests to Paphos,
Limassol and the Troodos Mountains, with stops at
Aphrodite's Rock and the Temple of Apollo Hyalites.”
The operator is offering a week’s stay at the resort from

£629 per person, departing on December 4 from Stansted
with Ryanair to Paphos, with private transfers and
accommodation in a Junior Suite Garden view with free
half-board, saving £630 per couple and an early booking
discount of £74 per couple if booked by October 31.
Call 01425-480400 or visit prestigeholidays.co.uk for 
more details.
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BLUE AIR is offering a complimentary hot meal with wine or
breakfast on flights from Luton or Birmingham to Larnaca. Fares
start from approximately £43 one-way including taxes and 10kg
hand baggage allowance (hold baggage is extra) and
approximately £24 one-way for up to 32kg. See blueairweb.com
for details.
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Certificate of Excellence for 
‘Free Winter Experiences’ 

LARNAKA TOURISM Board has been recognised for the first
time with a 2017 Certificate of Excellence from TripAdvisor for
its free ‘Larnaka Free Winter Experiences’ programme. The
region has organised complimentary activities for the past five
years for tourists staying in licenced hotel accommodation
within the Larnaka region from November until April.  
The aim is to enrich Larnaka’s tourism winter product and

enhance visitors’ experience through local culture and
tradition. Activities include guided tours, village excursions,
wine tasting, halloumi-cheese production demonstrations,
basket-weaving sessions, birdwatching and traditional cooking
sessions. For more information visit larnakaregion.com

BookYourWeddingDay.com provides
instant booking confirmation
BOOKING AND instant confirmation of overseas wedding
dates at preferred venues is now available through
BookYourWeddingDay.com

By developing a system which synchronises the calendars
of various overseas wedding venues in Greece and Cyprus
with their respective town halls, the online booking platform
can check the availability of a preferred date and time for a
client’s ceremony. Once a venue has been chosen and a fee of
£100 paid, the booking is instantly confirmed.

The service has been designed to remove any time
previously required waiting for a confirmation to come
through and has been welcomed by UK tour operators,
including TUI and Thomas Cook.
Visit BookYourWeddingDay.com or email
info@bookyourweddingday.com for more details.

FOLLOWING EXTENSIVE upgrades that have transformed
guest accommodation as well as various public areas, the
Olympic Lagoon Resort in Agia Napa will reopen in April next
year featuring additional five-star resort facilities and services.

Changes include upgraded accommodation and new room
types; a new state-of-the-art indoor entertainment arena;
three additional new dining options in the luxury all-inclusive
programme; a reinvented Blue Lagoon outdoor cocktail lounge
bar; and two new indoor banqueting venues for weddings or
other private celebrations.

The remodelled accommodation offers a selection of
room types including deluxe rooms, deluxe superior rooms
(with or without private garden), family junior suites (with or
without private garden), junior suites, garden suites (with or
without private garden), Fisherman’s junior suites, Olympic

Bay superior rooms and Whiterose honeymoon suites.
Meanwhile, the new Xperience Arena, which offers state-

of-the-art sound and lighting installations, provides the
setting for the resort’s evening shows. And, after  sunset,
the Blue Lagoon pool bar welcomes the evening as a
cocktail bar and lounge under the stars.

In terms of its culinary offering, the relaunch sees the
unveiling of two new restaurants and a snack bar. The new
restaurants are the adult-only Garibaldi Ristorante Italiano
and an à la carte restaurant and the new snack bar will
offer light bites with an Italian twist as well as a selection of
international branded alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
All onsite restaurants will also feature new and upgraded
menus created by a team of executive chefs.
For further information see kanikahotels.com

Kanika’s Olympic Lagoon set to reopen with new facilities next April
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FOODIE AFICIONADOS can find new esoteric events to
enjoy this autumn in Cyprus. The island offers distinctive
cuisine and each village in the Troodos Mountains is
particularly proud of its local produce. 

Sunvil, which offers an extensive range of properties in the
Troodos Mountains, has highlighted some of the region’s
most intriguing local foodie festivals so that clients might
broaden their palate and create some delicious memories. 

Although grape festivals my be typically associated with
wine-fuelled excess, the wine villages of Vasa Koilaniou,
Loufou, Arsos and Koilani take a slightly more sweet-
toothed approach. Their celebrations, which take place
between September 10 and October 1, focus on traditional
sticky treats such as palouzes (grape jellies flavoured with
rose water and cinnamon) and shoushoukos (nuts encased
in the grapey goodness) with folk music and dancing.

In the village of Kyperounta a two-day apple festival takes
place on October 7-8. It includes an open-air market where
visitors can sample and buy seasonal apples, traditional
products, apple pies and apple vinegars. Leafy Kyperounta
is the third highest village on the island and is renowned
for its fruit trees and orchards, with the festival being a
highlight in the village’s calendar. Festival activities usually
cross into the cultural as well as culinary, with print-
making and photography exhibitions featuring as part of the
celebrations too. 

During the Miliou Honey Festival on October 28-29,
visitors can see how Cypriot farmers cherish their honey

bee residents with bee-keeping and honey-making
demonstrations, plus plenty of hands-on opportunities. 

Miliou is a spa village with natural springs, surrounded
by citrus groves, almond trees and vineyards. It has far-
reaching mountain and valley views and is known as a
nesting place for nightingales. In autumn bird migrations
pass overhead, making it a particularly evocative time 
to visit.

The specialist tour operator offers a varied range of
properties in the Troodos Mountains, from small inns to
stylish spa hotels. The Linos Inn in Kakopetria is
highlighted as being a particularly character-filled
property; the 30-guestroom inn showcases the
redevelopment of traditional stone houses into
comfortable tourist accommodation and is a good base
from which to explore. There’s a local museum on the
same street, Kakopetria’s centre with its shops, cafés and
restaurants is an easy stroll away and the UNESCO World
Heritage Site of the church of St Nicholas with its
colourfully frescoed interior is also within walking
distance.  

Bookings made before October 31 for travel to the
Troodos Mountains before the end of the year will also
receive a £100 per person discount. With the discount,
prices this autumn at the Linos Inn start at £590 per
person (two sharing) for seven nights, including London
flights, bed-and-breakfast and a week’s car hire.  
To find out more call 020-8758 4758 or visit sunvil.co.uk
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Simply Luxury by T2 shows off Cyprus’ holiday appeal
SIMPLY LUXURY is recommending the Constantinou Bros Athena Beach for clients
looking to holiday in Cyprus.

Lauren Ross, the operator’s product and commercial manager for Europe, said: “If
you’re looking for a short break with a variety of things to do, Cyprus’ rich history and
culture makes it a great destination. Paphos is also the 2017 European Capital of
Culture and there is a huge programme of events throughout the year to celebrate.

“For a relaxing retreat, I would suggest that clients head to one of the many beaches,
or if they’re after something more active, there are lots of nature trails, as well as
climbing and cycling. My top tip for active travellers is to visit during the winter months
in November and March when it is much quieter.

The Constantinou Bros Athena Beach is within walking distance of Paphos’ historic
harbour, and comes complete with indoor and outdoor swimming pools, floodlit tennis
courts, indoor and outdoor bowls and a spa.

A five-night stay at the four-star property in a standard room with breakfast through
the operator costs from £459 per person. This includes London flights, private transfers
and a complimentary UK airport lounge pass valid for travel on November 17.
Visit travel2.com or call 0800-022 4182 for more details.

Thanos acquires
Paphos' Aloe Hotel

THANOS HOTELS and
Resorts has acquired the
Aloe Hotel in Paphos to add
to its portfolio of owned and
managed resorts.
The hotel offers an

ideal location close to the
group’s Almyra and
Annabelle hotels which
are walking distance
away, and is located on
Poseidonos Avenue, in the
heart of Paphos.
It comprises 272 rooms,

three restaurants, three
pools (one indoor) and is
200m from the nearest
beach. The new hotel will
mean that the hotel group
will now operate 840
rooms across its four
hotels in Cyprus.
The company’s vision is

to rebrand and relaunch
the hotel in the nearby
future and offer another
unique proposition in the
Mediterranean
diversifying its offerings
to reach new markets. 
For details see
thanoshotels.com 

Sunvil offers a taste of Cyprus’ gourmet festivals in Troodos Mountains

MANCHESTER AIRPORT is offering up to 36 flights a week to Larnaca and Paphos across summer,
with airlines including Cobalt, easyJet, Jet2.com, Thomson and Thomas Cook. Cobalt currently has an
offer fare of £175 return to Larnaca.  For details see manchesterairport.co.uk

cyprus
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AS PART of its strategy to target the urban segment, IBEROSTAR Hotels & Resorts has set its sights on
Lisbon and will be opening its first hotel in Portugal early next month. The IBEROSTAR Lisboa will
offer five-star accommodation across 166 rooms as well as a wide range of exclusive services and
facilities and will be situated in Baixa, one of Lisbon’s business and shopping hubs. Visit iberostar.com

Air Canada to increase
summer 2018 services 

AIR CANADA has
announced the strategic
expansion of its
international network from
Vancouver, launching new
services in June 2018 to
Paris and Zurich and
increasing its Heathrow
service with twice-daily
flights for summer 2018. 
Benjamin Smith,

president of passenger
airlines for the company,
said: “We continue to
strategically broaden our
international network from
our Vancouver hub with the
addition of two new, non-
stop international services
to Europe in 2018 and
additional flights to
Heathrow. With the launch
of flights to Paris and
Zurich, Air Canada will fly
non-stop from Vancouver to
five European destinations
next summer, offering
excellent options for
travellers from BC and the
North American west coast
to Europe, and as well as
for European visitors and
beyond to western Canada
and the Pacific Northwest.
All new flights from
Vancouver to Paris and
Zurich will be operated with
our state-of-the-art Boeing
787 Dreamliners.” 
Lisa Beare, minister of

Tourism, Arts and Culture
for British Columbia, added:
“International travellers are
drawn to British Columbia's
vibrant cities that offer an
endless supply of unique
travel experiences. With
demand for travel to
Vancouver increasing, these
additional flights provided
by Air Canada will ensure
that travellers have more
options to experience our
beautiful province.” 
All flights are 

available for purchase
from this month.
For more information visit
aircanada.com

SIX SENSES has announced plans to open
Six Senses Fort Barwara in Rajasthan,
India in the last quarter of next year.
Situated 68 miles southeast of Jaipur,

the property is located in the village of
Chauth ka Barwara on the site of a 700-
year-old fort which was owned by the
Rajasthani Royal Family and sits 
directly opposite the temple, Chauth ka
Barwara Mandir.
The Barwara Fort was constructed in the

14th century by the Chauhans (Indian
Rajput caste) and was conquered by the
Rajawat Dynasty from the Hadas in 1734.
During World War II, Raja Man Singh from
the noble family of Barwara fought
alongside the British with the Jaipur State
Armed Forces. In appreciation of his
services he was bestowed with the title of
Rao Bahadur. His grandson, Prithviraj
Singh, is now restoring the fort to its
previous glory in tandem with Espire Group.
The project team will seek the five-star
green rating for Integrated Habitat
Assessment (GRIHA) certification, the

highest classification of national
sustainable design ratings in India. 
Design efforts are being led by a team of

conservation experts to preserve and
protect the original fort structure; inside
the historic fort, three buildings which
traditionally accommodated the common,
men’s and women’s palaces and two
temples are being preserved and restored.
Outside the fort, the property faces the
local village to the west and protected land
that will be reforested to the east.
The hotel group's presient, Bernhard

Bohnenberger, said, “We are very excited to
be working with Espire Group, our partner,
on this wonderful project. This is the
perfect complement to our resort portfolio
which includes highly successful properties
in China, Maldives, Oman, Portugal,
Seychelles, Thailand and Vietnam."
The new property will feature 48 suites,

two restaurants, a bar and lounge, a
30,000sq.ft spa and fitness centre, two
swimming pools, banquet space, retail
boutique and kids' club.
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India 2018 debut from Six Senses with Fort Barwara 
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Trainline launches price prediction tool
TRAINLINE HAS launched the UK’s first train ticket
price predictor.
Available on the Trainline App, the new tool will show

when advance ticket prices are set to increase over time. 
Most train companies release advance tickets around 12

weeks before the day of travel, and once available to buy,
they almost always increase in price as the day of travel
approaches. The new tool gives an at-a-glance snapshot of
where money can be saved when buying advance tickets in
the months and days leading up to travel. 
Currently, bookings made through the train ticket

retailer can offer an average saving of 43% on advance
fares, however price prediction data indicates that if
tickets were bought on the day a journey was first
searched, this saving can increase to an average of 49%
(or more if booked even earlier).
Jon Moore, chief product officer for the company,

said: “Our data scientists have used historical pricing
trends from billions of customer journey searches to
predict when the price of an advance ticket will expire.
We now share this information in our app to allow
customers to get the best price possible for their
journey. We’re introducing more advanced machine
learning every day so naturally our predictions will get
increasingly accurate. Our mission is to make train
travel as simple as possible and price prediction is the
first in a long line of predictive features we have planned
to help customers save time and money.” 

TAP celebrates one year anniversary
of Portugal stopover programme
TAP IS celebrating the first anniversary of its Portugal
Stopover with several new announcements designed
to enhance the programme.
As of this month, travellers can spend more time

getting to know Lisbon and Porto, as well as Madeira,
the Azores or the Algarve, as the airline increases the
duration of the stopover from three days to five. It will
also be possible to create a multi-destination journey,
with a stopover in one of the locations offered by the
programme. Additionally, bookings can be made for a
stopover on a one-way journey, providing more scope
for travellers to take advantage of the programme.
The company launched the Portugal Stopover last

summer, with the aim of encouraging long-haul
passengers in transit in Lisbon or Porto to take some
time to discover Portugal’s cities, and has an
established network of more than 150 partners, who
can offer exclusive prices for customers in hotels, a
complimentary bottle of Portuguese wine in
restaurants, as well as complimentary experiences,
such as tuk-tuk rides, visits to museums, dolphin
watching in the River Sado and food tastings. 
For further information visit flytap.com
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New online system from Premier simplifies bookings for Channel Islands
PREMIER HOLIDAYS has launched a new online booking system for the Channel Islands.
The operator has made online booking available for its key short-haul product following interest from the trade and

agents now have access to a range of information when booking holidays to Jersey and Guernsey.
The online booking enables agents to book holiday packages with accommodation and flights, or accommodation-only.

Agents can also check prices and availability, sort results by star rating or price, look for a specific hotel and see how
much commission they are earning via a summary on the screen, which is hidden from clients. The system automatically
selects the cheapest available flights, but agents can change flight times to suit their client.
Alongside this, agents are also able to include added extras to their booking such as options for half-board, baggage on

easyJet flights, transfers and different excursions and experiences such as afternoon tea.
For more information visit trade.premierholidays.co.uk or call 0844-493 7777.
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NO1 LOUNGES has launched Clubrooms in both terminals at Gatwick
airport, enabling visitors to enjoy a VIP airport experience with white-
linen a la carte dining, free-flowing Champagne and premium
cocktails, all served by a dedicated waiter. Designed to enhance jet-
set departures, entry costs from £40 when booked in advance. To
book a lounge visit or to find out more go to no1lounges.com

Dallas route from WOW air
WOW air has unveiled a new service to Dallas, marking the
low-cost airline’s 15th destination in North America, with
fares available from £129.99. 
Flights will depart from Gatwick and Stansted to Dallas via
Reykjavik, and the inaugural service to Dallas/Fort Worth
International Airport (DFW) will depart on May 23, 2018,
with the service operating three times weekly on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
Skúli Mogensen, CEO and Founder of the airline, said, “It’s
certainly been a busy year for us, with Dallas our eighth
new US destination announcement this year alone. Dallas
Fort Worth is one of the world’s most in-demand airports
so to be able to service this area is a fantastic marker of
WOW air as a serious player in the transatlantic aviation
market. As always we will continue to push the price point
to fly as low as possible and open up the world to travellers
of all budgets.”
For further information visit wowair.co.uk

CENTER PARCS has unveiled a design for a new style of
accommodation being introduced next year. 
Waterside Lodges will give families who stay in this

accommodation picturesque lake views, as well as a prime
location in the heart of the 400-acre forest. The three
Waterside Lodges will start to be built this autumn and are
due for completion in summer 2018.
Nestled in the heart of Elveden Forest, the lodges will

complement the landscape and connect families with
surrounding nature. Known for being a prime
destination for nature spotting, guests will have a
greater opportunity to get up close and personal with
the aquatic wildlife on their doorstep.
Inside the Waterside Lodges, a nautical-meets-Scandi

design flows through the interior. With three bedrooms
(two double and one single) upstairs, complete with en-
suites and two rooms offering rustic balconies overlooking
the water. Downstairs a fully-equipped kitchen sits
alongside an open-plan living space with dining table,
corner sofa and flat screen TV, while wide bi-fold doors
give guests access to an outdoor hot tub.
Martin Dalby, the company's CEO, said: “We are very

excited about this new style of accommodation which
will be right in the heart of Elveden Forest. I believe the
combination of the forest environment, coupled with the
lake view, will help families switch off from the busy
pace of everyday life, to connect with each other, nature
and the wildlife around them.”
With more than 90% of guests spending time on or

around the lake during their short break, it is expected that
guests will embrace the opportunity to stay right on the
edge of the lake, amongst the woodland and water wildlife.
In addition to the three Waterside Lodges, Elveden

Forest will offer 51 new Waterfront Apartments, which
are also due to be completed in the summer. These
newly built apartments will offer a mix of self-catering
and standard rooms whilst nearby, nine new three-
bedroom Executive Lodges will also be nestled between
the lake and the Village Square.
For more information, please visit: www.centerparcs.co.uk

Center Parcs' Elveden Forest
welcomes new lodge
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caribbean
Why offering clients a taste of

authenticity as part of their holiday
is a move in the right direction

27travelbulletin.co.uk September 15 2017

by PETER GRACE, UK & Europe regional sales &
marketing director for Atlantis, Paradise Island

RECENT RESEARCH shows that holiday choice is being
driven more and more by the need for an immersive guest
experience. Holidaymakers want to learn; they want an
authentic experience and they want to leave with a sense of
understanding about the country and locale they have just
spent the week exploring. 
This driving force is adding a new dimension to the

booking process, making the complex scenario of pairing a
client with their perfect destination and hotel even more
difficult. The need for authenticity also sits alongside more
traditional wants such as luxury, entertainment, adventure,
fine dining, family-friendly and excellent service, to name
but a few. 
The combination of authenticity and these more

traditional needs can make pairing the perfect holiday with
the customer a complete minefield for travel agents and it’s
this issue that brands need to carefully consider.

Endless opportunities
Many resorts and destinations are clearly defining their
offering with highly targeted training that showcases how
each aspect of the product appeals to a different audience
segment. This is advantageous in many ways and it broadens
the selling power for agents who can now place the same
destination with a family, a couple wanting a romantic
getaway or a group of young professionals wanting a super
luxurious retreat. Opportunities become endless.
However, ensuring you also tie in that need for a truly

authentic experience can often be the missing piece of the
puzzle. The Bahamas takes strong influence from the US
and on the surface it may seem that the country lacks
heritage. This couldn’t be further from the truth and it’s
certainly an area the Bahamas Tourist Office and several
hotels on the islands are promoting heavily. 

Tales of heritage
Atlantis, Paradise Island has taken a big step forward to re-

position itself with the authenticity, heritage and culture of
the destination at the fore; launching a first-of-its-kind
mission to nurture and promote the Bahamian creative and
entrepreneurial community through story telling. 
This is an important commitment to preserve the history

of the country and incorporates the local community,
allowing them to share their work with the world. 
This introduction highlights just how important it is to

draw influence from native surroundings to fulfil this new
guest requirement. Destinations and hotels continually
need to evolve and the story of heritage and culture is
always an interesting one for guests. Having access to
locals and seeing the story of their life in a holiday setting
has impact and, when it also sits alongside world class
facilities and fabulous amenities, the brand is onto a
winner. These changes have brought Atlantis and its
connection to the Bahamas alive and we’ve received
fantastic feedback from guests on their experience.  

Well placed to meet demand
By clearly defining each hotel with a distinct personality
and product offering, this immediately simplifies the agent
selling process with a clear option for varying audiences
and something to suit every taste and budget. 
It could be said that travellers are perhaps more

demanding than ever when it comes to booking their
holiday. This is a good thing! Hotels and destinations are
working very hard to meet those demands and it makes for
a more defined offering that can be better sold. With such
complex booking needs and a vast choice of holiday and
product options, agents – now more than ever – are still the
best matchmakers for their clients. Pairing a customer with
the destinations and hotels that they know will best meet
their holiday expectations is a given, but intertwining that
want for a personal and authentic experience is a new
dimension and without doubt the agent community is best
placed to pass that story on.
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 EXPERIENCE UNLIMITED-LUXURY® FOR COUPLES AND COUPLES WITH CHILDREN IN COSTA RICA
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: LA ROMANA • PUNTA CANA MEXICO: CANCUN • HUATULCO • LOS CABOS • NUEVO VALLARTA

PLAYA MUJERES • PUERTO AVENTURAS • RIVIERA CANCUN • TULUM | PANAMA | PUERTO RICO (OCT 2019) 

BECOME A MASTER AGENT TODAY AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF INCREDIBLE INDUSTRY RATES, INCENTIVES AND MORE AT AMRAGENTS.CO.UK

YOUR DREAMS. YOUR WAY.

Our Live It Up campaign to encourage early bookings into higher 
room categories for 2018 travel is back! Customers booking any 
Preferred Club room category* will receive an additional 5% 
discount on top of all other offers and early booking discounts.

*Valid for all bookings made from 16 August to 30 September 2017, for travel 02 January 2018 to 21 
December 2018. Live It Up is valid for all brands within the AMResorts Collection. For more information and to 
book please contact your preferred tour operator today!

      12:21
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RENDEZVOUS IN St. Lucia has launched a
new adventure programme, aimed at
helping busy couples escape from it all and
reconnect through joint adventures. 
The 100-bedroom property is situated

within a seven-acre tropical garden on a
two-mile stretch of beach on the North
West of the island. Building on the couples-
only resort’s established offering of outdoor
pursuits and activities, the new programme
has been designed to maximise couples’
time together.
The programme will allow guests to

discover St Lucia’s underwater world,
from diving in the ‘Petit Trou’ with its
array of tropical fish, to the ‘Turtle Reef’
found on the West coast of the island and
discovering pillar coral, barrel sponges
and turtles.
For those with a sweet tooth, guests can

learn first-hand how cocoa is harvested on

a plantation tour complete with a
chocolate-making lesson, or embark on the
Rendezvous Rhythm of Rum Tour at the
town of Roseaum’s rum distillery. 
Couples can also enjoy a guided factory

tour immersing them in the intricacies of
rum making before being invited to
sample some of the distillery’s blends of
rums and liqueurs. 
Meanwhile, fitness fans can hike up St.

Lucia’s most iconic landmark and World
Heritage Site, The Pitons. Gros and Petit
Piton stand side by side on the island’s
South West coast, with the hike offering a
challenging climb and views of the
Caribbean Sea from the summit. The
resort’s adventure initiative also features
tennis lessons, sailing, archery, golf and
cookery classes.
For further information visit
theromanticholiday.com 

caribbean

THE PRIVATE island of Petit St. Vincent in the Grenadines offers informal luxury in the Caribbean, with
22 spacious cottages and villas privately situated over 115 acres of forest and cliff-tops complete with
beach views and surrounded by blue seas. With a firm focus on wellness the resort offers farm-to-fork
dining, a treehouse spa, two open-air yoga pavilions, a complete digital detox and, for scuba beginners,
the chance to learn and dive with PADI Diving Instructors and go from classroom to reef in two hours.

SANDALS RESORTS is giving away six five-night stays in
its signature luxury Love Nest Suites to UK agents.
Bookings to any of the operator’s resorts must be

made by November 14 and reported to agents’ regional
Sandals BDM to be in with a chance of winning, with the
more bookings made increasing the number of entries.
Bookings made for the company’s newest resort, Sandals
Royal Barbados, which is due to open on December 20,
will get a total of three entries per booking when any
category of room is sold. Entries can also be gained by
booking stays at other resorts with two entries for Love

Nest Suite bookings made and one entry for any other
room category at other resorts.
Winners will be announced every two weeks and six

agents will win in total for travel by December 15, 2018.
The Love Nest Suites are the highest category of

suites at the resorts with custom furnishings and 
added touches. Many feature private pools or swim-up
pools and each suite includes butler service for 
a VIP experience. 
For more information call 020-7590 0210 or visit
sellingsandals.co.uk

           
                
                 

                

   

           
          

         
          

                   
                   

       

      

Rendezvous helps couples reconnect with new adventures 

Grenada addition from
Premier Holidays 

PREMIER HOLIDAYS has
added Grenada as a new
destination in its long-haul
portfolio.
The Caribbean island

features in the operator’s
new Beaches brochure, valid
for travel until March 2019. 
Examples of all-inclusive

packages to the destination
include seven nights at the
couples only Sandals La
Source Resort & Spa from
£1,885 per person, or seven
nights at the all-suite Spice
Island Beach Resort from
£2,845, set beside the Grand
Anse Beach. Both packages
include flights and transfers.
Agents can earn up to

£150 for every inclusive
Caribbean booking with the
operator, depending on the
booking value.
Visit
trade.premierholidays.co.uk
or call 0844-493 7444.

Make a booking & win a stay in a Love Nest Suite with Sandals Resorts 
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Fly Air Europa and 
enjoy some of the most 
beautiful beaches of 
the Caribbean.

All flights are via Madrid. 

For more information call 0871 423 0717, email:
uksales@air-europa.com  
or visit us at: www.aireuropaexperts.com

caribbean
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Elite Island Resorts launches series
of singing workshops
ELITE ISLAND Resorts has launched ‘Caribbean
Choir’, a series of singing workshops for guests as
part of the resort’s wider wellbeing menu.
Professional vocal coach Mike King is to run the

workshops. As one of the UK’s leading contemporary
vocal coaches, King has been involved in the music
industry for 20 years and worked as a coach on The
Voice UK, helped smash a Guinness World Record by
conducting 5,000 singers at Wembley Arena and
directs choirs worldwide. He has also worked with
various international artists including multi-GRAMMY
winning singer Angelique Kidjo, GRAMMY winning
producer Jeff Bhasker (Kanye West, Beyonce, Bruno
Mars, Rihanna), Mark Ronson, Boy George, Lily Allen
and Florence Welch.
The workshop will consist of five morning vocal

training sessions and a performance on guests’
penultimate night before returning home. For each
Caribbean Choir workshop, 25 places will be available
and included free of charge in the price of the stay.  
The first series of Caribbean Choir workshops will

take place at The Club Barbados Resort & Spa over
May 1-11, 2018. Further dates are planned for 2018
and 2019 both on Barbados and at other of the
company’s resort locations on Antigua and St. Lucia.

Meliá expands presence in Cuba 
MELIÁ HOTELS International is adding eight hotels to its
Cuba portfolio and assisting in the promotion of multi-
destination holidays across the Caribbean island.
The hotels will provide a combined total of 931 rooms

and are located in Cienfuegos, Trinidad and Camagüey.
It also means that the company will now operate five of
its brands in Cuba: Meliá, Paradisus, Innside by Meliá,
Sol by Meliá, and Tryp.
The group will be enhancing the quality and service in

the new hotels with renovations designed to meet the
brand’s standards. The company’s vice president,
Gabriel Escarrer Jaume, said: “These eight hotels are
an important challenge which we face with great
enthusiasm and responsibility, given that we are also
taking on a commitment to strengthen the multi-
destination holiday segment, guaranteeing the service
and quality of the Meliá, INNSIDE, and Sol House brands
from the east to the west of the island.”
The agreement between Meliá and the Cuban hotel

groups, Gran Caribe, Cubanacan and Islazul, aims to
promote organised multi-destination holidays, which
already include several towns and cities on the island, and
to add new destinations. This is one of the objectives of a
Cuban tourism strategy which seeks to enhance the
visibility of a number of cities and regions.
The company will assume responsibility for the hotels on

November 1, starting a transitional process in their
management which will be completed by January 2018.

Funway Holidays highlights five-star
luxury at Jamaica’s Oyster Bay 
FUNWAY HOLIDAYS is promoting the soon to arrive all-
inclusive Jamaican resort, Excellence Oyster Bay.
The five-star resort will open on June 1, 2018 and will

feature 315 suites with private pools or rooftop terraces
and oceanfront beach houses set directly on the beach
and steps from the water. 
Malcolm Davies, product destination manager for the

operator, said: “We are seeing a demand for luxury holidays
throughout the Caribbean. Jamaica is a good example as
more high-end hotels are opening. Plus this year the island
received increased air lift from British Airways to the
capital of Kingston, further adding to its popularity.” 
The company is offering seven nights at the new

resort on an all-inclusive basis from £1,685 per person
including flights with American Airlines based on two
adults sharing, departing on June 1, 2018.
Visit funway4agents.co.uk for more details.
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PLAYA HOTELS & Resorts is thanking UK
travel agents for their continued support by
offering cash rewards for every booking
made to its portfolio of nine all-inclusive
resorts in Jamaica and Mexico.
Peter Grace, the company’s UK & Europe

sales and marketing director, said: “Travel
agents are the lifeblood of our business and
we value the role each agent plays in the
holiday booking process. We currently
operate nine resorts in Mexico and Jamaica,
but we will continue to grow as an
innovative all-inclusive hotel group. We are
keen to educate and build awareness
amongst UK agents about our resorts and
brands, so they understand the quality and
unique selling points of each property.”
In line with this, the hotel group recently

announced its partnership with Panama
Jack and will redevelop two of its existing
all-inclusive hotels in Mexico: Gran Caribe
Resort in Cancun and Gran Porto Resort in

Playa del Carmen. The multimillion dollar
investment to rebrand the two existing Gran
resorts - with a total of 757 guestrooms
between them - will materialise by
December, and marks the starting point for
a much larger venture between the two
growing companies, with additional resorts
in Mexico and the Caribbean to follow. 
Agents can earn up to £20 cash reward

for every new client booking made with a
minimum stay of seven nights. Each
resort brand has a different reward value:
£10 per booking at Gran Resorts (or the
new Panama Jack Resorts from
December); £15 per booking at The Royal
Playa del Carmen; and £20 per booking
at Hyatt Zilara or Hyatt Ziva Resorts. 
Agents should join the reward

programme at playarewards.com before
they start logging bookings.
For more information visit
playaresorts.com

caribbean

UNICO 20°N 87°W
launches wedding

packages
UNICO 20°N 87°W Hotel
Riviera Maya has launched
three wedding packages
with touches inspired by 
the locale.
The ‘Riviera Maya

Experience’ (USD$5,800)
caters for 32 guests with a
wedding cake, sparkling
wine and on site wedding
coordinator. On the ‘One-of-
a-Kind Experience’ ($7,700)
couples will also receive a
choice of violin, guitar or
saxophone soloist for the
ceremony; phone valet and
wedding signage; printed
menus and place cards for
the reception; an unpacking
service for the couple and
preparation of wedding day
attire; in room hair and
makeup service; and private
dining for the newlyweds.
The ‘20˚87˚ Experience’

($8,500) adds social media
signage at the reception; a
personal Valet Concierge for
both parties throughout the
getting ready process; a
‘Getting ready’ suite to use
for the entire day; welcome
bag delivery; and an upgrade
to a suite.
For more information visit
unicohotelrivieramaya.com

      
A  

Playa Hotels & Resorts rewards agents for bookings

Track Lionfish with new diving course in St Lucia
REACTING TO a surge in Lionfish numbers in Saint Lucia, which is disrupting the local
ecosystem by damaging the coral and other fish, Jade Mountain and Anse Chastanet have
devised an innovative way to help control numbers while not letting the fish go to waste. 
The Soufriere-based sister hotels’ new ‘Invasive Lionfish Tracker’ diving course is priced

from £140 per person and encourages divers to learn about the threat posed by this
intrusive species before joining two dives with an experienced Lionfish instructor to help
remove the alien species by spear fishing and netting them, in a bid to control numbers.
Rather than letting the Lionfish go to waste, the resorts’ chefs have created a six-

course tasting menu with each course paired with New World wines to showcase the
unique flavour of this fish. 
For £136 per person and held on Friday evenings, the Lionfish dinners can be enjoyed

on the hotels’ beach (decorated with candles and lanterns) next to a roaring bonfire. 

Montego Bay mix from AMResorts 
AS JAMAICA’S second largest city, Montego Bay has
positioned itself as one of the island’s top tourist
destinations and AMResorts is highlighting its four
luxury resort options in the area able to suit a diverse
range of client requirements. 
For a boutique wellness getaway there’s the Zoëtry

Montego Bay Jamaica; for a romantic retreat Secrets St
James Montego Bay; for a party atmosphere Breathless
Montego Bay Resort & Spa; or for families the
Sunscape Splash Montego Bay. 
Each resort offers guests the Endless Privileges,

Unlimited-Luxury or Unlimited-Fun concept where
everything is included - from gourmet meals and premium
drinks to daytime activities and nightly entertainment.

Altitude Bar Breathless Montego Bay Resort & Spa
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From a luxurious room, right into the swim-up pool in one elegant jump.  From a sparkling 
toast with your partner or friends – inspired by the stunning  views of our Ibiza-style beach 

bars. Come to enjoy new life enriching experiences, within a cool and relaxed adults-only 
setting. Your inner child is the only kid you will hear.

Dive into
the comfort of a hotel

designed for you.

•  R I V I E R A M AYA    •  P U N TA CA N A    •  CO S TA M U J E R E S , CA N C U N  ( CO M I N G  FA L L 2 0 1 8 )

Honoring your freedom

T H E R O Y A L S U I T E S . C O M
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We asked our staff the following question this week:

At work I am most likely to...?

Crossword:
Across: 1. DFDS, 3. ATOL, 8. BKK, 9. THISTLE, 10. RIO, 11. HUNAN, 12. MAHON, 14. DEE, 16. GALILEO, 18. SIR, 19.
TYNE, 20. ANDY. 
Down: 1. DEBBIE MCGEE, 2. DAKAR, 4. TUI, 5. LUTON, 6. QUEENSFERRY, 7. ST JOHN, 11. HUDSON, 13. HOLST, 15.
ESSEN, 17. LTN. 

Highlighted Word: TENNESSEE

Where Am I?: Brandenburg Gate, Berlin, Germany.

puzzlesolutions
020 7834 6661

HALF MOON in Montego Bay, Jamaica has launched a new incentive programme for
travel agents who will receive a complimentary night’s stay at the resort for every five-
night booking made – or three complimentary nights for every ten-night booking.
Agents can also gift their guests a complimentary dinner at the Sugar Mill Restaurant
for each ten-night booking. The incentive programme is applicable to new reservations
booked directly with the resort and runs until December 20. Email
reservation@halfmoon.com or visit halfmoon.com/en

Travel Bulletin is published by 
Alain Charles Publishing (Travel) Ltd
University House, 11-13 Lower Grosvenor Place
London, SW1W 0EX

Printed by: Buxton Press
Subscriptions are £125 p.a. £195 overseas
ISSN: 0956-2419
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omewhere in the world there is a place where two people can be alone, and the only 
clock-watchers are the sun and stars. No schedules. No distractions. No interruptions. 
Nothing but time.

omewhere in the world there is a place where two people can be alone, and the only 
clock-watchers are the sun and stars. No schedules. No distractions. No interruptions. 
Nothing but time.S

Welcome to Rendezvous. Like 
its name, it is designed for 
couples. An intimate boutique 
resort on the island of Saint 
Lucia in the Caribbean Sea, 
secluded, tranquil and tailor-
made for stolen moments. A 
corner of paradise reserved for 
two, it is a private oasis and – 
quite simply – the perfect setting 
for reconnecting, rediscovering 
and celebrating life’s pleasures 
together.

With two miles of white sand 
beach and  exotic tropical 
gardens - by - the - sea, the only 
outside infl uence here is entirely 
at your discretion – impeccable 
service, exceptional food, and a 
wealth of amenities and activities. 
Rendezvous is a place for your 
most discerning clients to discover 
the time to steal away together. To 
learn more: call 0203 096 1626 
or visit www.theromanticholiday.
com/travelbulletin/

TIME IS SO PRECIOUS,
SMART COUPLES STEAL IT.
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